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INTERNAL REVIEW DECISION 
(Internal Review Decision Notice in response to an Application for Internal Review) 

 

PART 1: Details of Internal Review 

Internal Review Number:  Internal Review 0040-18 

Applicant’s Name: Bonnie Thomson  

PART 2: Decision History 

Original Decision:  Breach of Rule 137(a) of the Australian Rules of Racing 

Original Decision Makers: P Gillard, P Lane, B Farrell, P Warren  

Date of Original Decision:  19 April 2018 

Internal Review Decision: Original decision of charge and penalty confirmed - Seven (7) day suspension  

Internal Adjudicator: Mr Kane Ashby, Queensland Racing Integrity Commission 

Date of Internal Review Decision: 15 May 2018 

PART 3:  Summary of Internal Review Application 

The Applicant, Ms Bonnie Thomson, rider of ONE BAR NONE in Race 6 at the Townsville Turf Club on 19 April 2018, 

was found guilty of a charge under Australian Rule of Racing 137(a). 

Australian Rule of Racing 137(a) states:  

"Any rider may be penalised if, in the opinion of the Stewards, he is guilty of careless, reckless, improper, incompetent 

or foul riding." 

At the stewards’ inquiry conducted on 19 April 2018, the Applicant was found guilty of a charge of careless riding 

pursuant to Australian Rule of Racing 137(a) in that near the 750 metre mark the Applicant permitted ONE BAR NONE 

to shift in when not sufficiently clear of PLATINUM TYCOON, resulting in that horse being taken inwards onto MAN 

AROUND TOWN, which in turn was taken inwards onto RIVARIVA, causing both horses to be checked. 

Stewards subsequently suspended the Applicant’s licence for a period of seven (7) days to commence at midnight on 

28 April 2018 and to expire at midnight on 5 May 2018.    

The Applicant sought a review of the charge and penalty and the Applicant submitted the following in support of her 

Application: 

“I believe I am innocent of the charge because the charge relates to me not being sufficiently clear at the 750 causing 

Man About Town and Rivariva to be checked and I believe the checks received were not a result on any of my actions. 
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I was more than 2 lengths clear of Platinum Tycoon (A Thomson) when we joined the course proper which is between 

the 800 and 750 and I was sitting about 3 off the fence and made my way to the rails at this point and I had several 

looks behind me when I was coming closer to the rails to ensure I was clear of my fellow riders. Jockey A Thomson 

started to hunt up at this point (when I crossed to the rails) and at that exact point of me crossing to the rails I was still 

one and a half lengths clear of her mount in my rightful running and the reason that I was not 2 lengths clear is due to 

Amanda Thomson hunting up to inside the 2 lengths of me and at this point I could hear some yelling from Jockey 

Wiseman yelling to Amanda Thomson to watch out. 

I don’t believe there is much more to add and believe the film clearly demonstrates what I have stated here.  

I would like to add I have not had a suspension in 16 years and my last suspension was when I was a 4th year 

apprentice.” 

The outcome sought by the Applicant was for the Applicant to be found not guilty of the charge. 

PART 4: Reasons for Internal Review Decision 

The Applicant submitted an Application for an Internal Review as outlined in Part 3 of this Decision.  

Mr Peter Lane, Stipendiary Steward, provided evidence of the alleged incident stating “I was stationed at the tower at 

approximately the 700 metres. The view I had of the incident was head-on and coming to a lateral as the horses got 

closer to me. At that point, Justin Stanley was closest to the fence, outside him was Sonya Weisman, Amanda Thomson 

to her outside. Racing to that point those three horses were racing fairly tight. I would say that Justin Stanley was in 

some restricted room leading up that point. Going a little bit further on Bonnie Thomson to the outside of Amanda 

Thomson has when riding positively coming further from the outside of Amanda Thomson, I believe she has tightened 

the three runners to her inside. Probably another 40 or 50 metres further on, Wanderson D'Avila has improved the 

outside of Bonnie Thomson, continuing to ride forward and across towards the rail, taking her in on to the riders on the 

inside, compounding the situation as a result. I believe at least Amanda Thomson, Sonya Weisman and Justin Stanley 

all had to check.”1  

Mr Justin Stanley, rider of RIVARIVA which was racing on the fence, stated “After looking at the film - I don't - I can't 

put blame on anyone rider. It's no good to myself and Sonia, but I think we've jumped from sort of 1, 2, 3 Sonia, myself 

and Apprentice Thomson. She has had a look to go forward. Had us a little bit neat a couple of times but you can see 

that she looks and then she relieves the pressure. We sort of get onto the course proper where the running rail ends. 

I've probably gone from racing a quarter off to a half off to probably right in front of the running rail, and then getting 

back where the rail - we join the rail again and I'm probably going to be a bit neat as it was, and it looks like as Bonnie 

has tried to go forward and Wonderson has tried to go forward, it's me - as Wanderson has been clear of Bonnie, it 

looks like her horse has just wanted to get away from it. She's try to go forward. I don't believe she is trying to get in, 

and then that's probably had Amanda tight where she couldn't relieve it. Because I've sort of probably got just inside 

the line of the running rail, you know there is probably two horses inside Amanda, or three horses inside Bonnie where 

there probably should have been 2½. I just think it was three or four factors and you can't really blame one person. Like 

I said, it's no good for myself and Sonja but those things - a lot of little things and the end result was I've had to check.”  

                                                           
1 Transcript of Stewards’ Inquiry dated 19 April 2018, page 3 
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The chairman of the inquiry questioned “Well, why was the result you had to check?” to which Mr Stanley replied “As I 

said, I have been tight from the start. Amanda has got us neat a couple of times but I felt she has relieved the pressure. 

Bonnie has sort of gone to go forward. Wanderson has gone forward of her. I feel looking at it - Bonnie's horse has sort 

of wanted to get away from Wanderson. I don't think she is trying to get in on top of us, and it has probably had Amanda 

neat where she couldn't relieve any pressure that she promised. As I said, when I have sort of gone past the false rail 

I've got all that - in space. Because we were racing a bit tight I've probably got in a little bit - probably onto right where 

the rail was, and when we are coming up to the rail, the rail is 4 metres out and I’ve probably had to slightly angle out 

a bit, and because it was tight I didn't really have - have anywhere really to go. From what I saw, I thought Amanda was 

trying to relieve the pressure and I thought Bonnie was trying to roll forward, but it looked like it was getting away from 

Wanderson and Wanderson was clear of Bonnie.”2  

Ms Sonja Wiseman, rider of MAN AROUND TOWN which was racing to the outside of RIVARIVA, stated “Yes, sir. I 

guess you can see we’re tight not long after we jumped. It's remained tight. A few times the pressure was taken off us 

and then just got tight again and I've gone over the back of Ms Thomson's heels to relieve the pressure.” The chairman 

of the inquiry questioned “Where was it getting tight from? But from the outside, the inside?” to which Miss Wiseman 

replied “Outside, sir.”3  

Ms Amanda Thomson, rider of PLATINUM TYCOON which was racing to the outside of MAN AROUND TOWN, stated 

“Yes, sir. I had pressure from the outside. I had nowhere to go to relieve it. That's all.” The chairman of the inquiry stated 

“I think it's fair to say that you do have the runners tight leading up to there but you do appear to ease” to which Ms 

Thomson replied “I have eased the pressure on the runners to the inside of me but I had nowhere to go when they were 

eventually squeezed out.”4  

The Applicant, rider of ONE BAR NONE which was racing forward and to the outside of PLATINUM TYCOON, stated 

“Sir, I believe when I (inaudible) the first time I was moving forward to cross I was clear of Amanda. I would say that 

when she started to relieve the pressure from the very 2 inside runners that she sort of kicked up which made it - sort 

of the room between me and her, and then Wonderson shifted in a margin and then my horse shifted in a margin and 

sort of made the back a little bit tighter. But my first - when I first went across I believe I was clear to cross, but then 

when they started yelling and Amanda relieved the pressure she has let her horse slide a little bit, which has sort of 

stopped that.” The chairman of the inquiry stated “I think I could agree with you that initially you were clear. However 

getting on to the course proper it appeared to get a lot tighter. How far in advance would you believe you were of 

Amanda Thomson at that time?” to which the Applicant replied “When I initially was - I would say I was a length clear 

of her to cross, and then when Wanderson has gone past me - like he was still fairly wide in crossing me but my horse 

still did - like move in a margin, which has probably tightened Amanda up, but in saying that Amanda had pushed 

forward in doing so to relieve the pressure from the 2 horses of hers which tightened that margin up.” The chairman of 

the inquiry questioned “Were you receiving any pressure from the outside at that time?” to which the Applicant replied 

“I never received any pressure but I had - like One Bar None, he just took a little sort of half step in when Wanderson 

had initially went to go to the fence, but he never got to the fence.”5  

                                                           
2 Transcript of Stewards’ Inquiry dated 19 April 2018, page 4 and 5 
3 Transcript of Stewards’ Inquiry dated 19 April 2018, page 5 
4 Transcript of Stewards’ Inquiry dated 19 April 2018, page 5 
5 Transcript of Stewards’ Inquiry dated 19 April 2018, page 6 
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Mr Wanderson D’Avila, rider of LILLY KAREENA which was racing forward and to the outside of ONE BAR ONE, stated 

“Sir, I went forward then I (inaudible) I was clear enough when I sort of passed Bonnie Thomson. As my horse - as you 

can see he is hanging out. You know, I think I was pretty lucky to (inaudible) otherwise I probably would have ended 

up on the outside fence. As I said, I believe I was clear the whole way.”6  

Subsequent to viewing the race footage, the reviewer finds the Applicant, rider of ONE BAR NONE, permitted her mount 

to shift in near the 750 metre mark when not sufficiently clear of PLATINUM TYCOON, thereby taking that horse in onto 

MAN AROUND TOWN and RIVARIVA, resulting in MAN AROUND TOWN and RIVARIVA having to be checked and 

lose their rightful running. The reviewer accepts at one point leading into the incident ONE BAR NONE was clear of 

PLATINUM TYCOON, however at the time ONE BAR NONE commenced to shift in, PLATINUM TYCOON had 

improved to the inside of that horse’s heels and consequently was dictated to by ONE BAR NONE, which shifted in 

when not sufficiently clear. The reviewer finds the onus is on the rider, in this case the Applicant, to ensure that prior to 

shifting ground she is sufficiently clear of all other runners. Taking into account the aforementioned factors, the reviewer 

is satisfied the charge is proven. 

The stewards deemed the incident to be in the low-range. The standard penalty for a low-range offence is a ten (10) 

day suspension. The Applicant’s disciplinary history demonstrates an impeccable careless riding record having only 

been suspended twice in 20 years.  

In weighing up the evidence on penalty, consideration was provided to the Applicant ’s degree of carelessness, 

interference caused, not-guilty plea and disciplinary history. The reviewer finds it could be strongly argued the incident 

falls into the mid-range category as opposed to low-range, which would attract a standard penalty of a thirteen (13) day 

suspension. Notwithstanding, taking into account all of the circumstances and importantly the Applicant’s impeccable 

careless riding history, the reviewer is satisfied the penalty imposed is reflective of such record and fair and reasonable 

in the circumstances and therefore confirms the original decision on charge and penalty.  

PART 5: Review Rights following Internal Review Decision 

In accordance with section 246 of the Racing Integrity Act 2016, as the applicant for an internal review of the original 

decision, you are able to apply to the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (QCAT) for an external review of 

the internal review decision. 

An external review is commenced by lodging the appropriate forms with QCAT. In accordance with section 33 of the 

Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2009, an application for an external review of an internal review 

decision is to be made within 28 days from the day this internal review decision notice is provided to the applicant. 

For further information regarding the processes for an external review of the decision, please contact QCAT: 

Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal 

Registry Location:    
Postal Address:       
Phone:                     
Email:                       

Level 9, 259 Queen Street, BRISBANE QLD 4001 
GPO Box 1639, BRISBANE QLD 4001 
1300 753 228 
enquiries@qcat.qld.gov.au 

 

 

                                                           
6 Transcript of Stewards’ Inquiry dated 19 April 2018, page 7 
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